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Available on:

See the full Monsoon engine story at malibuboats.com.au

The new Malibu Monsoon line of engines, the M5Di and M6Di, were developed by 
Malibu to offer unmatched performance, fuel economy, reliability and sound reduction.

AWARD-WINNING PERFORMANCE,
UNMATCHED RELIABILITY



VAPOR SERIES
The Vapor name has become synonymous with balance and 

speed. As we moved to our 2020 shape, we simply wanted to build 

on the foundation we had created. The overall width of the ski has 

been decreased in an effort to create more efficient water flow 

and allow the ski to have a more level ride. Rocker was modified 

to increase the drive behind the boat and allow the ski to create 

more angle before the buoy. Lastly, we increased the concave 

and let it run through the tail of the ski to give more support and 

consistency at the apex of the turn. All these simple changes 

allowed us to build a ski that is faster than its predecessor, has 

more automatic turns and gives a truly consistent ride from turn to 

turn. You have to ski this thing. Welcome to 2020 Vapor.

VAPOR PROBUILD
The Pro Build Vapor is everything a competition skier 

ever wanted, designed to perform between 32-36 MPH 

and in the slalom course to elite levels. By riding a Pro 

Build Vapor you ensure that you have the best materials 

wrapped into the best shape on the market. Now all you 

have to decide is what colour you like best. 

$2,449.95 blankPrice:
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$3,149.95 W/Vapor Carbitex & Fixed RTPPrice:

VAPOR LITHIUM
Built from the same mold as our ProBuild, 

the Lithium features our Vapor shape with a 

PVC Core. PVC has stood the test of time and 

is proven as a high-quality core material. An 

amazing ski at a more affordable price, a win-win 

in every sense of the term. 

$1,849.95 blankPrice:

VAPOR GRAPHITE
The Graphite Vapor features a polyurethane core 

in the body of a Vapor. Polyurethane is damper 

foam which allows the ski to sit a little deeper in 

the water and makes for more progressive turns. 

Those skiing in a mix of open water and slalom 

courses favour the Graphite construction.

$2,049.95 W/Vector Boa & ARTP BOAPrice:$2,499.95 W/Pulse & Fixed RTPPrice:
$1,949.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:
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Radar Vapor Collection......................................................05
Radar Senate Collection....................................................06
Radar Union & Bent-Vee Collection.................................07
Radar  Lyric & T.R.A Collection.........................................08
Radar Boot Collection.......................................................09
HO Skis...........................................................10, 11, 12, 13
Combo Skis........................................................................14
Water Ski Accessories.......................................................15
Kneeboards...............................................................16 & 17
Tubes.........................................................................18 & 19
Ronix Men’s Boat Boards.........................................20 & 21
Hyperlite & Liquid Force Boat Boards....................22 & 23
Women’s Boat Boards..............................................24 & 25
Ronix & Hyperlite Kid’s Boards.........................................27
Ronix, Hyperlite & Slingshot Park Boards..............28 & 29 
Wakeboard Boots....................................................30 & 31
Ronix Wakesurfers....................................................32 & 33
Hyperlite Wakesurfers & Foil Boards................................35
Wake Accessories.....................................................36 & 37
Barefoot, Buoyancy Suit & Shorts.....................................39

Jet Pilot Vests......................................................................42
Follow & Rip Curl Vests......................................................43

Ivy & Ronix Vests.................................................................40
KGB, Wavelength & Radar Vests.......................................41

$1,449.95 blankPrice:

65”.....................36MPH...............49-65 KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

66”.....................36MPH...............56-81 KG

67”.....................36MPH...............73-91 KG

68”.....................36MPH.............82-100 KG

69.5”..................36MPH.................90 + KG

65”.....................36MPH...............49-65 KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

66”.....................36MPH...............56-81 KG

67”.....................36MPH...............73-91 KG

68”.....................36MPH.............82-100 KG

69.5”..................36MPH.................90 + KG

66”.....................36MPH...............56-81 KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................36MPH...............73-91 KG

68”.....................36MPH.............81-100 KG

69.5”..................36MPH.................90 + KG

$3,049.95 W/Vector Boa & ARTP BOAPrice: $2,449.95 W/Vector Boa & ARTP BOAPrice:

Australia's Premier Waterski and Wakeboard School

Call (03) 5482 1851 to book your lesson now! 

 66 Merool Road, Moama, NSW 2731           info@brettsands.com.au                www.brettsands.com.au

BRETT SANDS WATERSPORTS IS LOCATED AT ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S MECCA WATERSPORT DESTINATIONS, THE MIGHTY MURRAY RIVER AT ECHUCA/MOAMA. 
RENOWNED FOR OUR HIGH QUALITY COACHING, SUPERB CUSTOMER SERVICE AND SUBLIME WATER CONDITIONS, BRETT SANDS WATERSPORTS CLIENTS 
HAVE BEEN COMING BACK AGAIN AND AGAIN SINCE 1986.    

LESSONS IN - WATERSKIING - WAKEBOARDING - BAREFOOTING  - KNEEBOARDING – BEGINNERS TO ADVANCED – HALF DAY – FULL DAY 

HOURLY LESSONS. RUN BY PASSIONATE WATERSKIERS AND WAKEBOARDERS SINCE 1986

 
FOR LESSONS, GIFT VOUCHERS, GIVEAWAYS, WATER & WEATHER UPDATES AND MORE  
FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK         INSTAGRAM        AND YOUTUBE
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SENATE SERIES SENATE GRAPHITE
The Graphite construction sits in the 
middle of the Senate range. A durable 
polyurethane core wrapped in carbon 
composites makes sure no turn is lost 
and only speed is gained, giving the 
skier more connection to the water. An 
absolute ripper in the course and on 
open water.

$1,199.95 blankPrice:
$1,799.95 W/Vector BOA & ARTP BOAPrice:

SENATE ALLOY
The most popular ski, the Alloy Senate 

utilizes a polyurethane core with 

paulownia wood stringers wrapped 

in carbon fibre. This beauty of a ski is 

stable but fast and an absolute blast to 

ride whether you’re ripping open water 

turns or getting into some course action.

$899.95 blankPrice:
$1,399.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

SENATE PRO BUILD
PMI foam is undoubtedly the lightest, 

most responsive foam on the market. 

Radar wrap that foam in Textreme 

spread tow carbon to make this all-new 

Senate the fastest, most aggressive 

Senate, Radar ever created.

$2,249.95 blankPrice:
$2,899.95 W/Pulse & Fixed RTPPrice:

SENATE LITHIUM
PVC creates energy in the build of the 

ski. Generally used in slalom course 

conditions and designed to perform 

between 28-34 MPH, the reaction time 

of the Lithium construction is instant. 

Any feedback you send to the ski will be 

immediately felt in the ride. 

$1,699.95 blankPrice:
$2,299.95 W/Vector BOA & ARTP BOAPrice:

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

69”.....................34MPH.............82-100 KG

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

69”.....................34MPH.............82-100 KG

71”.....................34MPH..........OVER 91 KG

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

69”.....................34MPH.............82-100 KG

71”.....................34MPH..........OVER 91 KG

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

69”.....................34MPH.............82-100 KG

71”.....................34MPH..........OVER 91 KG

$1,699.95 W/Vector & ARTP $1,299.95 W/Prime & ARTP$2,849.95 W/Vector BOA & ARTP BOAPrice: $2,199.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice: Price: Price:

The Senate’s ability to carry speed is unmatched in the 

industry. This speed allows the skier to maintain width on 

the boat ultimately giving a sense of freedom sought after 

by those that ski in the course as well as those ripping open 

water turns. By taking our Vapor shape and adding two tenths 

of an inch in extra width we have created a stable riding 

platform. This platform creates the balance needed for a skier 

to feel at home, while the profile of the ski allows the skier to 

feel the speed and angle sought after at any level.
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UNION MENS
The Union is the undisputed favourite 

around the Radar Headquarters due to 

it’s easy to ride ability without sacrificing 

any performance. Extra width allows 

you to ride the ski at slower speeds and 

improve at a rapid pace.

$799.95 blankPrice:

$1,299.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

UNION WOMENS
The Union is a dream, by adding width to the 

renowned Lyric shape, Radar created a ski 

with even more balance and control. Made 

with a lighter weight carbon than the men’s 

Union so it has the ability to initiate turns with 

ease and keep the carves going all the way 

down the lake.

$649.95 blankPrice:
Price: $1,149.95 W/Lyric & ARTP

65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG

69”.....................32MPH.............79-104 KG

71”.....................32MPH..........OVER 100 KG

65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG

$1,199.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice: Price: $1,049.95 W/Prime & ARTP

BUTTERKNIFE MENS
The Butter Knife side-cut and surface 

area were created to give stability. 

Effortless ups, light line tension and 

automatic turns make the Butter Knife 

the easiest ski you’ve ever ridden

$599.95 blankPrice:
$1,099.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

BUTTERKNIFE WOMENS
If you want a ski that will make deep 

water starts a breeze, a ski that is 

extremely stable and rolls onto edge 

with control, then you’ve found the one. 

The Butter Knife is all those things and 

more, skiing is believing!

$549.95 blankPrice:
$1,049.95 W/Lyric & ARTPPrice:

KATANA
The Katana is an open water skier’s 

fantasy with its low drag and easy 

turning characteristics. Rip this bad boy 

between 24-32 MPH for the best open 

water ski you can get!

$699.95 blankPrice:
$1,199.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG

69”.....................32MPH.............79-104 KG

65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG

69”.....................32MPH.............79-104 KG

71”.....................32MPH..........OVER 100 KG

65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG

$999.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice: $949.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice:$1,099.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice:

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG

UNION SERIES BENT-V SERIES



LYRIC SERIES
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LYRIC
The Lyric is engineered specifically for 

the first lady of the water. Radar utilize 

a lighter weight carbon on the inside 

making the finished product softer 

and easier to turn.  Ladies - rip on the 

Lyric between 26-34 MPH and have fun 

making effortless turns.

$749.95 blankPrice:
$1,349.95 W/Lyric Boa & ARTP BOAPrice:

LYRIC GRAPHITE
The Graphite Lyric gives those lady 

shredders looking for tighter turns and 

more speed behind the boat that extra 

edge. Ride the Graphite Lyric from 28-34 

MPH for the optimum women’s ski both 

in and out of the slalom course. 

$899.95 blankPrice:
$1,499.95 W/Lyric Boa & ARTP BOAPrice:

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

63”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 59KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

$1,399.95 W/Lyric & ARTPPrice: $1,249.95 W/Lyric & ARTPPrice:

TRA GIRLS
The T.R.A. has kids ripping open water and 

excelling through the slalom course. We’re 

so stoked with the ski’s popularity and how 

easy kids are making turns and crossing the 

wakes! Any young ripper is guaranteed to 

improve riding the new T.R.A.

$499.95 blankPrice:

$999.95 W/Lyric & ARTPPrice:

TRA BOYS
When it came time to design our kid’s 

specific ski, Radar wanted to make 

something that would have youngsters 

begging to ski more often! By utilizing 

the Senate shape with a kid’s specific flex 

Radar created a ski that is easy to turn and 

efficient through the wakes.

$499.95 blankPrice:

$999.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

63”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 59KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

65”.....................34MPH...............54-73 KG

63”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 59KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

65”.....................34MPH...............54-73 KG

$899.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice:$899.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice:

BOOT COLLECTION
Radar boot design has always been focused on improving 

your on-water experience through design, innovation 

and cutting-edge comfort. By utilizing a hybrid structure, 

we are able to build a boot that truly wraps around your 

foot creating an ultimate connection to the ski. This 

connection results in a loss of power transfer and allows 

you to feel immediate engagement on the water. Whether 

you’re riding the premium Vapor boot, the all-new Pulse 

boot, the legendary Vector or our entry level Prime you’ll 

feel the difference that comes with riding a Radar boot. 

VAPOR CARBITEX BOA

L or R 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$549.95Price:

- BOA Lacing Sytem
- Carbitex
- Dual Density Intution Liner
- Celliant Lining
- Molded 3D Tongue
- Full Length Injected Orthotic Insole

LYRIC BOA

SML, STDSizes:
$399.95Price:

- BOA Lacing System
- Wrap Tech Level 1
- Feather Frame Chassis
- Molded 3D Tongue
- Symmetrical Fit

PRIME

SML, STD, XLSizes:
$249.95Price:

- Feather Frame Chassis
- Symmetrical Fit
- Soft Density Footbed 
- Lower Neoprene Closure

PULSE

L or R 5-6, 7-8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$499.95Price:

- Wrap Tech Level 2

- Dual Density Liner

- Molded 3D Tongue

- Profile Chassis

LYRIC

SML, STDSizes:
$349.95Price:

- Wrap Tech Level 1
- Feather Frame Chassis
- Molded 3D Tongue
- Symmetrical Fit

VECTOR BOA

SML, STD, XLSizes:

$424.95 Aluminium PlatePrice:

- BOA Lacing System 
- Carbitex - Wrap Tech Level 3
- Molded 3D Tongue
- Symmetrical Fit
- Feather Frame Chassis

VECTOR

SML, STD, XLSizes:

$349.95Price:

 - Wrap Tech Level 1

- Feather Frame Chassis

- Molded 3D Tongue

- Symmetrical Fit

ARTP LYRIC

One Size Fits AllSizes:
$149.95Price:

- Independent Floating Tongue
- Contoured Footbed 
- Feather Frame Chassis

FIXED RTP

XS-S, M-L, XL -XXLSizes:
$149.95Price:

- Full Rubber
- EVA Footbed
- Aluminum Plate

$399.95 Feather FramePrice:

HYBRID REAR TOE

STD, XLSizes:
$249.95 HRT BOA W/Feather FramePrice:

- Feather Frame Chassis
- Symmetrical Fit
- Soft Density Footbed 
- Lower Neoprene Closure

BOA HRT

LYRIC HRT

STDSizes:
$274.95 HRT BOA W/Alum PlatePrice:

Size: SML
Price: $199.95

HRT
Size: STD

Price: $199.95

ARTP BOA

One Size Fits AllSizes:
$224.95 Aluminium Price:

- BOA Lacing System
- Carbitex 
- Available on Feather Frame and         
  Aluminum Plate

ARTP

One Size Fits AllSizes:
$149.95Price:

- Independent Floating Tongue

- Contoured Footbed 

- Feather Frame Chassis

$199.95 Feather FramePrice: $199.95 BOAPrice:

T.R.A SERIES
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HO SYNDICATE PRO
The Syndicate PRO is built with a Full 
Carbon Jacket, a carbon fiber wrapped 
top and base adds even more carbon 
to this skis carbon fiber rich interior. 
This abundance of high performance 
aerospace carbon fiber results in a lighter, 
stiffer ski with more responsiveness than 
ever before. The narrow width profile with 
aggressive tail taper turns and rolls on 
edge easily to generate massive amounts 
of angle. It’s large bevel size in tail results 
in increased hold at the finish of the turn. 

$1,999.95 blankPrice:
$2,499.95 W/Skymax & Skymax ARTPPrice:

HO SYNDICATE OMNI
The Omni was designed with a Hybrid 

Waist Width, halfway between those 

typically found in traditional skis and those 

in wideride skis. This provides for smooth 

instinctive turns at a wide range of speeds. 

Clean Edge Technology reduces drag 50% 

by allowing water to release cleanly off the 

bottom of the ski. HO Skis has taken the 

highly successful laminar textured ski base, 

SpeedSkin, and applied it directly to the 

carbon fiber base of the Syndicate skis!

$1,299.95 blankPrice:
$1,799.95 W/Skymax & Skymax ARTPPrice:

HO SYNDICATE OMEGA
The Omega ski shape has increased 

surface area in the back of the ski in 

relationship to the forebody. The result is 

a ski that rides more in-trim or parallel to 

the water surface. By reducing how much 

water the Omega is pushing, efficiency is 

improved and skier turn speed is carried 

deeper into the cut, helping hide the skier 

from the speed control. 

$1,999.95 blankPrice:
$2,499.95 W/Skymax & Skymax ARTPPrice:

HO SYNDICATE ALPHA
The Alpha shares the same width profile 

as the Syndicate PRO, but is designed 

with a shallower concave depth in the 

tail of the ski, and a flatter tip rocker, for 

a loose and light feel on the water. With 

less downforce than the PRO, the Alpha 

accelerates with less physical effort, and 

projects wider off the second wake. The 

shallower tail concave allows the Alpha 

to have more turn drift for tight rope 

turn finishes.

$1,999.95 blankPrice:
$2,499.95 W/Skymax & Skymax ARTPPrice:

Sizes: 65”/ 66”/ 67”/ 68”

The Syndicate has one goal: build the world’s 

greatest tournament water ski. Syndicate skis 

are more than water skis. They represent the 

pride, determination and passion of the sports’ 

greatest minds and most talented athletes. For 

2020, the Syndicate is proud to announce ther 

greatest slalom super-ski to date, the all new 

Syndicate Omega.

HO FREERIDE FUSION
The Freeride Fusion is a cross between all 

the things that make the Freeride line so 

successful, and the best Crossover ski on 

the market, the Omni. It’s clean edge tail 

and low drag design specifically enhance 

the skiing experience on variable speeds 

and water conditions. The wide platform 

makes it super stable, allowing you to easily 

master new skills without sacrificing those 

smooth as butter edge to edge transitions.

HO OMNI CARBON
The Carbon OMNI marries high perfor-

mance aggressive skiing with the efficiency 

essential for open water skiing. Its Carbon 

Construction provides tip to tail stiffness 

for greater acceleration and enhanced 

performance and higher speeds. It’s also 

longitudinally stiffer for the more aggres-

sive skier who demands more horsepower 

and increased response in pursuit of 

throwing the biggest water walls. 

HO OMNI
The Omni was designed with a Hybrid 

Waist Width, halfway between those 

typically found in traditional skis and those 

in wideride skis. This provides for smooth 

instinctive turns at a wide range of speeds. 

Clean Edge Technology reduces drag 

50% by allowing water to release cleanly 

off the bottom of the ski. The result is a 

fast moving highly efficient ski with the 

handling required for tight line turns.

HO HOVERCRAFT      
With a surface area comparable to two 

skis combined, the Hovercraft provides 

get-ups easier than on a wakeboard and 

once up, it rips turns like a surfboard! It’s 

a great choice for beginners all the way 

to experts who want fun surf-inspired 

open water ski sessions. More surface 

area also allows for smoother getups at 

slower speeds!

Sizes: 65”/ 66”/ 67”/ 68” Sizes: 65”/ 66”/ 67”/ 68” Sizes: 65”/  67”/ 69” Sizes: 65”/ 67”/ 69”/ 71” Sizes: 65”/ 67”/ 69”/ 71” Sizes: 65”/ 67”/ 69”/ 71” Sizes: 65”/  67”/ 69”

$599.95 blankPrice:
$1,049.95 W/Freemax & Freemax ARTPPrice:

$699.95 blankPrice:
$1,149.95 W/Freemax & Freemax ARTPPrice:

$1,099.95 blankPrice:
$1,599.95 W/Skymax & Skymax ARTPPrice:

$649.95 blankPrice:
$1,099.95 W/Freemax & Freemax ARTPPrice:

HO Ski’s reason-for-being is to 

create what the water ski world 

needs. This mantra has brought 

together an amazing collection 

of passionate and talented 

individuals, working to propel 

water skiing from “what is” to 

“what’s next.” Vision, creation 

and education are what we do, 

so that you get the most out of 

your time on the water.

-PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE-



HO women’s
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HO FREERIDE FUSION
The Freeride Fusion is a cross between all 

the things that make the Freeride line so 

successful, and the best Crossover ski on 

the market, the Omni. It’s clean edge tail 

and low drag design specifically enhance 

the skiing experience on variable speeds 

and water conditions. The wide platform 

makes it super stable, allowing you to easily 

master new skills without sacrificing those 

smooth as butter edge to edge transitions.

HO HOVERCRAFT WOMEN’S
With a surface area comparable to two skis 

combined, the Hovercraft provides get-ups easier 

than on a wakeboard and once up, it rips turns like 

a surfboard! It’s a great choice for beginners all the 

way to experts who want fun surf-inspired open 

water ski sessions. More surface area also allows 

for smoother getups at slower speeds!

HO OMNI CARBON
The Women’s Carbon OMNI marries high 

performance aggressive skiing with the 

efficiency essential for open water skiing. 

Its Carbon Construction provides tip to 

tail stiffness for greater acceleration and 

enhanced performance and higher speeds. 

It’s also longitudinally stiffer for the more 

aggressive skier who demands more 

horsepower and increased response in 

pursuit of throwing the biggest water walls.

HO OMNI
The Women’s Omni was designed with 

a Hybrid Waist Width, halfway between 

those typically found in traditional skis and 

those in wideride skis. This provides for 

smooth instinctive turns at a wide range of 

speeds. Clean Edge Technology reduces 

drag 50% by allowing water to release 

cleanly off the bottom of the ski. The result 

is a fast moving highly efficient ski with the 

handling required for tight line turns.

HO OMNI GIRL’S
The Girl’s Omni’s Flex-Frame provides 

increased torsional flex for the maneuverable 

feel of a traditional ski with the added speed 

& stability of a wideride ski. This allows the 

ski to twist creating tighter turns while added 

width provides the stable platform skiers need. 

The Omni was designed with a Hybrid Waist 

Width, halfway between those typically found 

in traditional skis and those in wideride skis.

HO OMNI BOY’S
The Omni’s Flex-Frame provides increased 

torsional flex for the maneuverable feel 

of a traditional ski with the added speed 

& stability of a wideride ski. This allows 

the ski to twist creating tighter turns while 

added width provides the stable platform 

skiers need. The Omni was designed with a 

Hybrid Waist Width, halfway between those 

typically found in traditional skis and those 

in wideride skis.
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HO SKYMAX

4-8 / 7-11 / 10-15Sizes:

HO FREEMAX

4-8 / 7-11 / 10-15Sizes:

HO WOMENS FREEMAX

5-9 / 8-12Sizes:
$339.95 Direct ConnectPrice:

$339.95 Fixed PlatePrice:

$289.95 Direct ConnectPrice:

$289.95 Fixed PlatePrice:

$289.95 Direct ConnectPrice:

$289.95 Fixed PlatePrice:

HO SKYMAX ARTP

One Size Fits All ( Adjustable )Sizes:

HO FREEMAX ARTP

One Size Fits All ( Adjustable )Sizes:

HO WOMENS FREEMAX ARTP

One Size Fits All ( Adjustable )Sizes:
$159.95 Direct ConnectPrice:

$159.95 Fixed PlatePrice:

$159.95 Direct ConnectPrice:

$159.95 Fixed PlatePrice:

$159.95 Direct ConnectPrice:

$159.95 Fixed PlatePrice:

$599.95 blankPrice: $699.95 blankPrice:$999.95 blankPrice:
$1,449.95 W/Womens FreemaxPrice:

$649.95 blankPrice:

Sizes: 63”/  65”/ 67” Sizes: 63”/  65”/ 67” Sizes: 65”/  67” Sizes: 65”/  67”

         & Womens Freemax ARTP
$1,099.95 W/Womens FreemaxPrice:
         & Womens Freemax ARTP

$1,049.95 W/Womens FreemaxPrice:
         & Womens Freemax ARTP

$1,149.95 W/Womens FreemaxPrice:
         & Womens Freemax ARTP

$499.95 blankPrice: $499.95 blankPrice:

Sizes: 63”/  65” Sizes: 63”/  65”

$949.95 W/Freemax & Freemax ARTPPrice: $949.95 W/Freemax & Freemax ARTPPrice:

HO Women’s Ski’s reason-for-being 

is to create what the water ski world 

needs. This mantra has brought 

together an amazing collection of 

passionate and talented individuals, 

working to propel water skiing from 

“what is” to “what’s next.” Vision, 

creation and education are what we do, 

so that you get the most out of your 

time on the water.



HO BLASTS

63” / 67”Sizes:
$349.95 W/ Blaze BindingsPrice:

The HO Blast Combo Waterskis are 
a great way to have fun with the 
whole family at the lake. Their wide 
width construction make for easy 
starts and help skier progress.

RADAR FIREBOLT

46”Sizes:
$299.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

The Firebolts are a scaled version of 
the X-Calibers, designed for big kids 
behind the boat. A detachable stabilizer 
bar, adjustable horseshoe bindings, a 
specially designed training rope, and 
two handles complete the set. 

HO EXCEL

59” / 63” /  67”Sizes:
$299.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

The Excel Combos are a great tool 
to elevate your fun at the lake. They 
feature a traditional waterski shape 
for proven dependability with a 
tunnel bottom for added stability.

RAPTOR TRAINERS

46”Sizes:
$279.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

The next step for teaching your 

kids how to ski. Timber trainers with 

trainer handle and bar to join each ski. 

Practice skiing with kids on the lawn, 

at the beach or behind the boat.

RAPTOR ADULT COMBOS

62” /  67”Sizes:
$279.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

Perfect set of combos for your first time 
on the water! Raptor’s best-selling pair, 
the Adult Combos will have almost 
anyone from beginners to experts 
feeling at home on the water.

RAPTOR LIL SQIRMER TRAINER

46” X 34” X 13”Sizes:
$279.95Price:

Any kids first time on the water can be 
scary. Make it fun and easy with our 
inflatable trainer. Sit or stand up, handle 
to hold – everyones happy!

RAPTOR JUNIOR COMBOS

55”Sizes:
$279.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

The Junior 55” is just the right size so 
that the little ones can feel comfortable 
learning to ski or launching a massive 
spray.

RADAR THREE60 DISC

42” DiameterSizes:
$399.95Price:

42” circle of fun will keep you entertained 

for hours on the water. This round ripper 

is a blast on the water. The plastic base 

allows it to carry speed like no other and 

its foam core gives it loads of stability. 

Colour me marker 
pack included

VAPOR BOA-K

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$139.95Price:

VAPOR BOA-A

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$129.95Price:

VAPOR ERGO-K

S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$99.95Price:

VAPOR ERGO-A

S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$99.95Price:

VICE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$99.95Price:

LYRIC

XXS, XS, S, M, LSizes:
$89.95Price:

ATLAS

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$69.95Price:

VOYAGE

S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$69.95Price:

T.R.A - Kids

K-S, K-M, K-LSizes:
$69.95Price:

VAPOR BARLOCK

$119.95Price:

CONTROL BARLOCK

$79.95Price:

CONTROL PACKAGE

8 SEC $119.95Price:

SURE GRIP PACKAGE

5 SEC $89.95Price:

DEEP-V PACKAGE

5 SEC $99.95Price:

SV W/5 SEC PACKAGE

$79.95Price:

LV W/5 SEC PACKAGE

$79.95Price:

REC W/70’ MAINLINE

$39.95Price:

DV 15” RUBBER HANDLE

$44.95Price:

OUTBOARD BRIDLE

$39.95Price:

VAPOR PADDED BAG

Blue 63”-67”, 68”-71” Pink 63”-67”Sizes:
$99.95Price:

VAPOR HALF PADDED

White 63”- 67”, 68”- 71” Sky Blue 63”- 67”, 
Junior Neon Blue 63”- 65”

Sizes:

$79.95Price:

FREERIDE PACKAGE

5 SEC $89.95Price:

GLOBAL  PACKAGE

$49.95Price:
8 SEC $99.95Price:

BOA Closure System BOA Closure System Inside Out Construction Inside Out Construction

External Grip Dowel Amara Palm Amara Palm Padded Suede Palm Amara Palm

ENGINEER BOA

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$149.95Price:

BOA Closure System

RADAR X-CALIBER

59” / 67”Sizes:
$449.95 W/ Cruise BindingsPrice:

The X-Caliber combos are designed 
with high-end tech for the most efficient 
sidecut found in two skis. The additional 
surface area under foot adds stability 
and keeps the skis riding smooth.

RADAR ORIGIN

59” / 67”Sizes:
$349.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

The Origin combos are made to get you 
up and on top of the water efficiently, 
in the most traditional manner. The 
narrower profile makes them nimble once 
on top. Sliding adjustable horseshoe 
bindings complete the package.

TRAILER BOAT GUIDES 

$69.95Price:

COMOS
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RADAR DENUNZIO

$649.95Price:

Aero Core

Carbon Laminates

4-Layer EVA Pad w/ 3D ankle support

Dual Locking Strap

RADAR MAGIC CARPET

$279.95Price:

Recessed Pad

Single Locking Strap

Handle Hook

EVA Foam Pad

HO AGENT

$699.95Price:

3-Stage Rocker Design 

Diamond Tip and Tail Shape 

Dual Density Knee Pad 

PannoLock Double Locking Strap

HO JOKER

$649.95Price:

Proven High Performance Shape 

Square Tip and Tail Shape 

Dual Density Knee Pad 

PannoLock Double Locking Strap

HO ELEMENT

$549.95Price:

Thin Profile

Mellow Concave

Tri Density Kneepad

Powerlock Single Strap

RAPTOR WILD ONE

$399.95Price:

Twin Tip Design

Optional Handle Hook

Ergonomic Kneepad

RAPTOR ELEKTRA

$279.95Price:

Twin Tip Design

Continuous Rocker

Retractable Pop Up Hook

Single Locking Strap

RAPTOR COCKTAIL

$229.95Price:

Moulded Fins 

Handle Hook For Easy Starts

Large Orthotic Kneepad 

Single Locking Strap

JOBE AURORA

$499.95Price:

Molded Fins

Hook Insertttt

Tri-Density Pad

Single Locking Strap

KD MISSFIRE

$449.95Price:

Thin & Wide Profile

Hook Insert

Ergonomic Pad

Single Locking Strap

RAPTOR TEMPER

$399.95Price:

Twin Tip Design

Optional Handle Hook

Ergonomic Kneepad

JOBE TEMPEST

$549.95Price:

Continous Rocker

Square Tip & Tail

Dual Density Pad Ankle-Arch 

Single Locking Strap

$429.95 w/HookPrice: $429.95 w/HookPrice:

Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Plastic Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Plastic Construction : Plastic

Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass

JOBE HOT CHILLI

$479.95Price:

Thin & Wide Profile

Removable Handle Hook

Ergonomic Pad

Single Locking Strap

Construction : Fibreglass

JOBE ABYSS

$499.95Price:

Molded Fins

Handle Hook

Tri-Density Pad

Single Locking Strap

Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass

Padded With Shoulder Strap

Price:

KGB UNION KNEEBOARD BAG

$89.95
OSFASizes:

Non Padded

Price:

KGB RETRO KNEEBOARD BAG

$69.95
OSFASizes:

SV KNEEBOARD PACKAGE

$99.95Price:

14” EVA Handle
Midway Cross Handle
70’ Mainline
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KNEEBOARDS RAPTOR SUNSET

$299.95Price:

Twin Tip Design

Continuous Rocker

Retractable Pop Up Hook

Single Locking Strap

Construction : Plastic

Non Padded

Price:

IVY RETRO KNEEBOARD BAG

$69.95
OSFASizes:

OBRIEN SOZO

$999.95Price:

Fusion Core 

Sandwich Construction

Large Orthotic Kneepad 

Single Locking Strap

Construction : Fibreglass

OBRIEN RICOCHET

$549.95Price:

Twin Tip With A V-Hull Design

Compression Molded Cconstruction

Molded-in Hook 

Single Locking Strap

Construction : Fibreglass
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RAPTOR PACIFICO

$99.95Price:

48” Diameter

Heavy Duty 30 Gauge PVC Bladder
4 soft padded handles 
Quick Connect Tow Hook

RAPTOR MAYHEM 3

$299.95Price:

70” Diameter

Round Flat Deck Style
Neoprene pad on top 
Quick Connect Tow Hook

RAPTOR STINGER

$329.95Price:

68” x 70” 

Built-in angle side wings
Double webbing foam handles 
Pull up straps for re-boarding

RAPTOR RELAXO 3

$549.95Price:

92” x 72”

Full 840 Denier Nylon cover with zipper
Heavy duty 30 gauge PVC bladder
Pull up straps for re-boarding

JET PILOT SLINGSHOT

$229.95Price:

62” x 63” 

Designed for up to two riders
Pull up straps for re-boarding
POV Camera mounting point

JET PILOT JP3

$399.95Price:

70” x 86” 

Built in angle side wings
Pull up straps for re-boarding
POV Camera mounting point

JET PILOT JP4

$579.95Price:

85” x 88” 

Heavy duty full nylon cover with zipper
Double webbing foam handles
POV Camera mounting point

RADAR VORTEX

$199.95Price:

48” Diameter

Neoprene knuckle guards
Includes tow rope
Quick tow attachment

RADAR ASTRO

$299.95Price:

60” x 64” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Quick tow attachment
Side boosters

RADAR ORION 2

$299.95Price:

60” Diameter

Marshmellow Top construction 
Spoon-O-Vation
Quick tow attachment

RADAR UFO

$379.95Price:

64” Diameter

Spoon-O-Vation
Neoprene Seat Padding
Quick tow attachment

RADAR FALKOR

$599.95Price:

76” x 100” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Tapered Design For Easy Water Entry
Side Bolster

RADAR CHASE 2

$499.95Price:

66” x 64” 

Tows both directions
Cup Holders
GoPro Mount

RADAR CHASE 3

$699.95Price:

80” x 80” 

Tows both directions
Cup Holders
GoPro Mount

RADAR CHASE 4

$799.95Price:

96” x 85” 

Neoprene Seat Padding
Cup Holders
GoPro Mount

RADAR LIFTOFF

$349.95Price:

76” x 76” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Quick tow attachment
Side boosters

RADAR EDGE 2

$299.95Price:

58” x 62” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Quick tow attachment
Side boosters

RADAR EDGE 3

$349.95Price:

64” x 62” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Quick tow attachment
Side boosters

2K TUBE ROPE

From $34.95Price:

4K TUBE ROPE

From $49.95Price:

6K TUBE ROPE

From $59.95Price:

12v PUMP

From $39.95Price:

Quickly inflate or deflate your 

favorite towable with ease

12 Volt for cigarette lighter plugs

HIGH VOLUME PUMP

From $119.95Price:

Direct Battery Connection

Long Cable With Alligator Clips

High Volume Air Flow

 

RADAR ORION 3

$349.95Price:

Marshmellow Top construction 
Spoon-O-Vation
Quick tow attachment

RAPTOR RANCHO 2RAPTOR RANCHO 2

$279.95$279.95Price:Price:

65” x 65” 65” x 65” 

D Shape With Wings
Pull up straps for re-boarding
Quick Connect Tow Hook

D Shape With Wings
Pull up straps for re-boarding
Quick Connect Tow Hook

RAPTOR RANCHO 3

$349.95Price:

D Shape With Wings
Pull up straps for re-boarding
Quick Connect Tow Hook

RAPTOR ENFORCER

$399.95Price:

71” x 86”

Built-in angle side wings
Double webbing foam handles 
Pull up straps for re-boarding

RAPTOR RELAXO 2

$449.95Price:

72” x 72”

Full 840 Denier Nylon cover with zipper
Heavy duty 30 gauge PVC bladder
Double webbing foam handles 

JET PILOT TWIN THRILLER

$379.95Price:

58” x 68” 

Built in angle side wings
Pull up straps for re-boarding
POV Camera mounting point

75” x 75” 

TUBES 

75” Diameter
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RONIX
Started out strapping into bungees, riding 

a phaser equiped, directional shape, tri-fin 

powered special. Thru time - admired, mocked 

and mimicked - until  eventually the market was 

marked with confusion. Which leaves us here 

- a clean slate of friends with a similar sound. 

Riders and believers as owners making riding 

devices collectively crafted for the imagination 

of wakeboarding. Our axiom will always be 

based on products and tales of tomorrow’s 

riding. A chance to make a point, confront the 

norm, and answer the question why. We hope 

you enjoy riding the products half as much as 

we do making them. 

136, 140, 144, 148cm

$1,499.95 blank

$2,449.95 w/Rxt

The 2019 WSIA innovation of the year 

is back with a new look, a bigger size, 

and a added dose of secret sauce. 

The continuous rocker RXT is the best 

blend of response, feel, weight, and 

ultra soft landings ever developed. The 

world of wakeboarding just changed 

again – brought to you by the people 

who created the wakeboard.

RONIX RXT

134, 138, 142, 146cmSizes:

$1,299.95 blankPrice:

$2,239.95 w/One CarbitexPrice:

The most advanced 3-Stage rocker 

wakeboard ever made – just got some 

new additions. A new shape with added 

fuse stringers, channels, a redeveloped 

profile, and a faster more controlled 

bottom design, with the same proven 

iconic 3-stage lift off the wake. The 

Timebomb delivers the most solid, quick 

reacting, explosive snap off the wake, 

with added glide speed, for reduced 

drag on the water. 

RONIX ONE TIMEBOMB

134, 138, 142, 146cmSizes:

$999.95 blankPrice:

$2,099.95 w/One CarbitexPrice:

The same proven shape as the Time 

Bomb – with a slightly toned-down 

core. This edition gives up a little boost 

but has more feel than its Time Bomb 

counterpart. A heavy weight champ 

off the wake with added glide speed, 

for reduced drag on the water and 

resistance to your body. The Fused 

Core gives up a little of the hangtime 

of its Timebomb counterpart for more 

feel on the water. 

RONIX ONE ATR

137, 141, 145cmSizes:

$1,099.95 blankPrice:

$1,849.95 w/SupremePrice:

A new school shape created by a recent 

emerging riding style of wake astronauts. 

Tyler and Jake were looking for something our 

engineers didn’t know would be possible – a 

combination of an explosive take off, with the 

feel of their favorite wood park board. The result 

is the only Sandwich constructed wakeboard 

in the market, featuring a light and lively Air 

Core running tip to tail through the middle of 

the board, and their favorite wood running the 

length of the top and bottom of the Air Core. 

RONIX SUPREME SANDWICH ATR

134, 139, 144cmSizes:

$849.95 blankPrice:

$1,499.95 w/ParksPrice:

The most legendary name in 

wakeboarding has created his most 

user-friendly board with this ultra-fast 

glide speed and a smooth, stable shape. 

We borrowed technology from the golf 

industry and ran dimples through the 

entire bottom of the board to reduce 

friction from the water and create a 

board that will break free unlike any 

other shape out there. 

RONIX PARKS

136, 139.5, 143cmSizes:

$749.95 blankPrice:

$1,299.95 w/AnthemPrice:

Like the amplitude of a classic 3-stage 

rocker, but would rather have the 

detuned core of the popular One 

series that shares a similar rockerline? 

The Weekend sits deeper on edge, 

for a more stable connection between 

rider, board and waterline. Ronix 

proudly present one of the  most 

affordable values with a traditional feel 

both on the water.

RONIX WEEKEND

134, 138, 144, 150cmSizes:

$549.95 blankPrice:

$999.95 w/DistrictPrice:

This board with the rare trait of 

adapting to your style of riding just got 

an overhaul for 2020. We took one of 

our best-selling all- purpose series that 

rides without stereotypes and made it 

lighter, delivering more feedback, and 

noticeably softer landings. The District 

is an icon design ranging from smooth/

low maintenance turns to wide open 

high-speed cuts.

RONIX DISTRICT

134, 139, 144cmSizes:

$499.95 blankPrice:

$949.95 w/DistrictPrice:

RONIX VAULT

$899.95 w/DividePrice:$2,399.95 w/One $2,199.95 w/OnePrice: $1,899.95 w/OnePrice: $1,749.95 w/ParksPrice: $1,399.95 w/AnthemPrice: $1,199.95 w/DistrictPrice: $849.95 w/DividePrice:

Sizes:

Price:

Price:

Price:
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The innovative Vault recognizes that 

your body is crossed up riding toeside, 

and more inline riding heelside, and 

every aspect of this board takes this 

into consideration for the proper 

building block of wakeboarding. Now, 

regardless of a toeside or a heelside 

cut, a rider feels more secure with their 

approach. 



WAKE

140, 143, 146cm

$749.95 blank

$1,299.95 w/Defacto

Rusty Pro shape provides the surface 

area for massive airs but he says “My 

board feels lighter than anything I’ve ever 

ridden.” With more length comes a wider 

overall profile, creating a more poppy 

feel, “Light & poppy & snappy” says 

Rusty. New for Rusty is a set of shorter .7” 

SS Beam Fins, which when desired will 

allow you to break free or save landings 

when you’re a tad off the mark.

HYPERLITE RUSTY PRO

134, 139, 145, 150cmSizes:

$749.95 blankPrice:

$1,249.95 w/Team XPrice:

Shaun Murray is re-releasing his 20th 

Pro Model edition, simply named “The 

Murray”. The Murray shape begins with 

a Subtle 3-Stage rocker, where there is 

no flat spot, the rocker simply increases 

under foot for a colossal boost off the 

wake. Carrying on from past shapes, 

Shaun kept the Variable Edge Design and 

Center Landing Spine making the board 

enjoyable for all ability levels. 

HYPERLITE MURRAY PRO

134, 138, 142cmSizes:

$579.95 blankPrice:

$1,029.95 w/Team OTPrice:

The Franchise is an innovative shape 

that anyone can strap into and feel at 

home on. The continuous rocker lays the 

foundation for a fast board that carves 

and edges with ease. The Franchise 

features innovative Tapered Channels 

that narrow at the tip and tail aligning 

the Dual Fin Configuration to increase 

the board’s edge hold on approach to 

the wake.

HYPERLITE FRANCHISE

131, 136, 141cmSizes:

$579.95 blankPrice:

$929.95 w/FormulaPrice:

The Baseline has a wider overall profile 

built atop a continuous rocker, delivering a 

smooth carving board that gets more pop 

off the wake due to its increased surface 

area. The variable edge design is forgiving 

between the inserts but then sharpens 

towards the tip and tail to provide the strong 

edge hold necessary for generating speed 

into the wake.

HYPERLITE BASELINE

130, 135, 140, 145cmSizes:

$499.95 blankPrice:

799.95 w/RemixPrice:

Creating a shape to take riders’ skills 

to the next level was the goal behind 

the new State 2.0. Learning from other 

asymmetrical designs, we found that 

creating a shorter but more effective 

edge on a rider’s toe-side made hard to 

learn wake jumps that much easier. The 

State 2.0 has been tested and proven to 

be the best choice for a rider looking to 

master the foundations of wakeboarding.

HYPERLITE STATE

134, 138, 142cmSizes:

$749.95 blankPrice:

$1,379.95 w/ClassicPrice:

With the aggressive 3 stage rocker and 

triple concave flowing into the venture 

quad channels, this board will take you 

and your riding straight up. The split 

tip shape, quad fin set up for maximum 

response, this board will give you the 

control and feel for ripping turns and 

edging up the wake. This is the Remedy 

you have been looking for!

LIQUID FORCE REMEDY

134, 138, 142cmSizes:

$629.95 blankPrice:

$1,109.95 w/TransitPrice:

The quad molded-in fins are deep enough 

for extra hold when needed, but still allow 

for a loose, fun ride. The aggressive 3 

stage rocker gives you the pop you are 

looking for while the single to double 

concave center softens the landings when 

you really send it. Experience this board 

and see why Raph gives it his stamp of 

approval.

LIQUID FORCE RDX

130, 135, 139, 144cmSizes:

$469.95 blankPrice:

$769.95 w/IndexPrice:

The Trip have an even fuller tip shape 

for more pop than ever before. The 

D-I-S-C hull has longer molded-fins that 

improves control and make transitioning 

from novice to advanced easier when 

removing the center fin. Added rocker 

makes these new Trips perform better 

on today’s bigger wakes.

LIQUID FORCE TRIP

Sizes:

Price:

Price:
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WOMEN’S

132, 136cmSizes:

$749.95 blankPrice:

$1,499.95 w/SignaturePrice:

Last year Ronix came out with a 

new women’s shape with increased 

amplitude and a freeride storyline in 

mind. This 3-Stage beauty is built for 

flight with the most reactive rockerline 

we have ever developed in a female 

shape. Designed with a traditional rail 

so it sits deeper in the water for added 

contact and quick reacting turns.   

RONIX SIGNATURE

129, 134, 138cmSizes:

$599.95 blankPrice:

$1,149.95 w/HaloPrice:

We took one of our best-selling 

all- purpose series that rides without 

stereotypes and made it lighter, delivering 

more feedback, and noticeably softer 

landings. The Quarter ‘Til Midnight is an 

icon design ranging from smooth/ low 

maintenance turns to wide open high-

speed cuts. With fast predictable take offs, 

to explosive wake to wake jumps, this is a 

series that truly covers the spectrum.

RONIX QTM

128, 134, 139cmSizes:

$499.95 blankPrice:

$1,049.95 w/HaloPrice:

The innovative Krush recognizes that 

your body is crossed up riding toeside, 

and more inline riding heelside, and 

every aspect of this board takes this 

into consideration for the proper 

building block of wakeboarding. Now, 

regardless of a toeside or a heelside 

cut, a rider feels more secure with their 

approach. 

RONIX KRUSH

$1,299.95 w/HaloPrice: $949.95 w/LuxePrice: $849.95 w/LuxePrice:

134, 139cmSizes:

$749.95 blankPrice:

$1,149.95 w/SynPrice:

The Prizm shares the same shape as 

the Murray 20th Anniversary Pro Model 

but is laid up with Hyperlite’s lady 

specific Satin Flex, ensuring the board 

responds to the female rider in the 

appropriate manner. The Prizm shape 

begins with a Subtle 3-Stage Rocker, 

there is no flat spot, the rocker simply 

increases under foot for a colossal 

boost off the wake. 

HYPERLITE PRIZM

131, 136cmSizes:

$579.95 blankPrice:

$979.95 w/SynPrice:

The Venice has a wider overall profile 

built atop a continuous rocker, 

delivering a smooth carving board that 

gets more pop off the wake due to its 

increased surface area. The variable 

edge design is forgiving between the 

inserts but then sharpens towards the 

tip and tail, providing the strong edge 

hold necessary for generating speed 

into the wake. 

HYPERLITE VENICE

134, 138cmSizes:

$579.95 blankPrice:

$959.95 w/VivaPrice:

The Maiden series features a Continuous 

rocker that lays the foundation for a fast 

board that carves and edges with ease. 

The Maiden features innovative Tapered 

Channels narrow at the tip and tail aligning 

the Dual Fin Configuration to increase the 

board’s edge hold on approach to the wake. 

Combine all of this with our women’s specific 

Satin Flex and Dual Landing Spines and you 

have a deck perfect for a female ripper.

HYPERLITE MAIDEN

125, 130, 135cmSizes:

$499.95 blankPrice:

$799.95 w/JinxPrice:

Creating a women’s shape to take their 

skills to the next level was the goal behind 

the new Eden 2.0. Learning from other 

asymmetrical designs, we found that 

creating a shorter but more effective edge 

on a rider’s toe-side made hard to learn 

wake jumps that much easier. The Eden 

2.0 has been tested and proven to be the 

best choice for a rider looking to master 

the foundations of wakeboarding.

HYPERLITE EDEN

130, 135, 139cmSizes:

$469.95 blankPrice:

$769.95 w/PlushPrice:

The Angel has an even fuller tip shape 

for more pop than ever before. The D-I-

S-C hull has longer molded-in fins that 

improves control and make transitioning 

from novice to advanced easier when 

removing the center fin. Added rocker 

makes these new Angels perform better 

on today’s bigger wakes while still making 

this board great for all levels of riding no 

matter the boat you’re behind.

LIQUID FORCE ANGEL
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KID’S
129 cmSizes:

$899.95 w/DividePrice:

This District got an overhaul for 2020. 
Ronix took one of the best-selling 
all-purpose series that rides without 
stereotypes and made it lighter, 
delivering more feedback, and 
noticeably softer landings.  

RONIX KIDS DISTRICT

120 cmSizes:

$849.95 w/JR RemixPrice:

Shaun Murray Signature Grom Model. 
The overall simplicity of the board 
makes it easy to ride and very user 
friendly. Make the right choice for your 
grom, you can’t go wrong with a Shaun 
Murray Greg design.

HYPERLITE KIDS MURRAY

128 cmSizes:

$849.95 w/DividePrice:

A youth design that recognizes 
wakeboarding is the only board sport 
where your hips and shoulders aren’t 
always parallel. Now, regardless of a 
toeside or a heelside cut, a rider feels 
more secure with their approach. 

RONIX KIDS VAULT

128 cmSizes:

$769.95 w/JR RemixPrice:

The Franchise Jr. features everything that 
the big version has and some additional 
bells and whistles to help younger riders 
progress. With a slightly softer edge between 
the bindings for a more forgiving feel and a 
slightly wider profile for slower boat speeds.

HYPERLITE KIDS FRANCHISE

120 cmSizes:

$749.95 w/VisionPrice:

A symmetrical shape with asymmetric 
features designed solely for the needs 
of the next generation of rippers. Ronix 
Grom Glass offers a lighter layup for 
more feel with the water, and less swing 
weight in the air.

RONIX KIDS VISION

125 cmSizes:

$699.95 w/JR RemixPrice:

Creating a shape to take riders’ skills to 
the next level was the goal behind the 
new State Jr. We found that creating a 
shorter but more effective edge on a 
rider’s toe-side made hard to learn wake 
jumps that much easier. 

HYPERLITE KIDS STATE 

120 cmSizes:

$749.95 w/AugustPrice:

Designed and created by the modern 
prospect, recognizing that wakeboarding is 
the only board sport where your hips and 
shoulders aren’t parallel. A symmetrical shape 
with asymmetric features designed solely for 
the needs of the next generation of rippers.  

RONIX KIDS AUGUST

125 cmSizes:

$699.95 w/JR JinxPrice:

Creating a shape to take riders’ skills to 
the next level was the goal behind the 
new Eden Jr. We found that creating 
a shorter but more effective edge on 
a rider’s toe-side made hard to learn 
wake jumps that much easier. 

HYPERLITE KIDS EDEN

03 9465 4555 / peterwebb@spyboats.com.au



PARK

142, 147, 152cm

$1,299.95 blank

$2,249.95 w/Kinetik Exp

Depending on your mood, the terrain you’re 

riding, or what trick you want to work on that 

day, you can customize the flex pattern that 

will best suit you. For the past 3 years Ronix 

riders and engineers have been working on 

prototypes of this board to dial in exactly 

where the flex points are and how soft or 

reactive we need to make them. If you are 

reading this right now, congrats, this is one 

of a very limited run for the 2020 season.

RONIX SELEKT

138, 144, 150cmSizes:

$999.95 blankPrice:

$1,949.95 w/Kinetik ExpPrice:

The cable kingpin that started the craze 

of varying flex. This Kinetik has a super 

soft belly but the rigid tip/tail gives the 

rider more snap off a feature and on-air 

tricks. A design with less rocker for infinite 

top water speed, reduced drag and more 

overall contact. Features the exact same 

core, outline, and rocker as the Springbox 

2 – but has totally different flex points.

RONIX KINETIK : FLEXBOX 1

138, 144, 150cm

$999.95 blank

$1,949.95 w/Kinetik Exp

This Kinetik has a super soft tip/tail and 

traditional mid-section for more of a locked 

in feel on presses and rebounding out of 

them. A design with less rocker for infinite 

top water speed, reduced drag and more 

overall contact. Features the exact same core, 

outline, and rocker as the Flexbox 1 – but has 

totally different flex points.

RONIX KINETIK : SPRING BOX 2

139, 144, 149cmSizes:

$699.95 blankPrice:

$1,249.95 w/AnthemPrice:

We took the previous Press Play shape 

from last year and gave it an all-wood 

construction. Our most affordable value 

is still built wood tough. A perfect shape 

for entry-level riders to get the feel of 

riding laps, or for high end riders that like 

the contact from riding on a more rigid 

design. This shredder proves that not 

every park board has to be soft. 

RONIX PRESS PLAY

134, 138, 143, 147cmSizes:

$999.95 blankPrice:

$1,819.95 w/Gooey & SystemPrice:

The Wishbone, featuring an industry 

exclusive, The Air Stick Wood Core.  Air 

Stick is a 100% machined wood core that 

is super durable. Strategic slots have been 

cut lengthwise throughout the core to 

reduce weight while delivering a unique 

feel on features, and a super light feel 

in the air. Surrounded with a Urethane 

Sidewall and our Sintered Base, the 

Wishbone is Hyperlite’s most progressive 

cable board to date!

HYPERLITE WISHBONE

144, 146, 152cmSizes:

$899.95 blankPrice:

$1,499.95 w/RiotPrice:

Alex Aulbach, building on his European 

signature model and passion for 

snowboarding, is happy to introduce his 

new shape, The Pleasure. The Pleasure 

delivers a speedy feel on the water and 

its Narrow Profile also makes transferring 

energy edge to edge a cinch. Our Fully 

Machined Wood Core distributes a 

consistent flex from tip to tail which is 

the key factor for Alex’s Pleasure.

HYPERLITE PLEASURE

141, 145, 149, 153, 157cmSizes:

$799.95 blankPrice:

$1,499.95 w/KTVPrice:

The Coalition is back, and it’s bigger and 

better than ever! With two new sizes 

(153 cm and 157 cm), both featuring 

an additional 5th insert for those ultra 

progressive riders looking to slide things 

in a little tighter for the ULTIMATE park 

steeze. Chinedrails increase durability 

and allow the board to slide rougher 

surfaces without damaging the rails, and 

the medium-soft flex delivers the perfect 

combo of press-ability and rebound.

SLINGSHOT COALITION

140, 144, 148, 152cmSizes:

$899.95 blankPrice:

$1,699.95.95 w/RADPrice:

The Water Gunn is an upgraded version of 

our ever popularTerrain, featuring carbon 

reinforcement throughout the belly of the 

board to help guys like Aaron Gunn ride 

away from huge drops off the back side 

of the kickers. This deck is of course a 

beast on the rails, but with the upgraded 

ability to charge the kickers and ride away 

clean whether it be a 1, 3, 5, 7 or 9 you’re 

working on, or in Aaron’s case, a 3-2-7. 

Regardless of how  the math works out up 

there, the Water Gunn has you covered.

SLINGSHOT WATER GUNN

$2,149.95 w/Supreme Exp $1,849.95 w/Supreme ExpPrice: $1,849.95 w/Supreme Exp $1,049.95 w/DividePrice:

138, 143, 148, 153cmSizes:

$799.95 blankPrice:

$1,449.95 w/ParksPrice:

An all over flex team board. Ronix went 

back to our roots and came up with our 

first all-over flex inspired by boards we 

made back in the 90’s. The result is a 

must have in your quiver. A cable fun 

board with a super clean bottom design 

and a spoonful of added rocker. Every 

cable lap on the Top Notch feels different 

than a traditional board with the freedom 

to break loose and really exaggerate a 

press from the soft tip to tail layup.

RONIX TOP NOTCH 

$1,349.95 w/AnthemPrice:
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-PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE-

Sizes:

Price:

Price:

Price:

Sizes:

Price:
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Price:
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The Riot footwear technology is at the 

core with a 3 part construction featuring 

a separate insole, midsole and outsole 

integrated into a plated mounting system. 

7/8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13/14Sizes:
$599.95Price:

HYPERLITE RIOT

The new Syn has reduced internal volume 

and a lower cuff to accurately fit a 

woman’s foot and calf. The Power Strap 

also allow for fine tuning of boot tension.

4-8.5, 8-11Sizes:
$399.95Price:

HYPERLITE SYN

The System Pro has been perfected 

over the past 5 seasons, taking an 

already revolutionary product and 

making it even better. 

6-9 & 10-13Sizes:

HYPERLITE SYSTEM

the Gooey Boot, the name says it 

all and you’ll enjoy this free riding 

System Footwear allowing you to 

tweak the board like never before.

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12Sizes:
499.95Price:

HYPERLITE GOOEY

The Distortion is a mid-flex supportive 

design constructed with an Internal 

Ankle Harness & Heat Moldable 

Memory Foam Hyper-Liner. 

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13Sizes:
$479.95Price:

HYPERLITE DISTORTION

The Team X closed toe binding offers 

mid-range support for the rider looking 

for a little extra flex with solid heel hold 

thanks to its heel retention strap. 

7/8, 9 / 10, 11 / 12

$499.95

HYPERLITE TEAM X

The Team open toe binding was built 

for a rider looking for the feel and 

functionality of a supportive mid flex 

boot in an open toe. 

4-8, 7-10.5, 10-14Sizes:
$449.95Price:

HYPERLITE TEAM OT

The Remix is an excellent choice 

for beginner to intermediate riders 

looking for a comfortable, user-

friendly option.

4-8, 7-10.5, 10-14Sizes:
$299.95Price:

HYPERLITE REMIX

The Classic has Impact EVA on 

the base of the liner as well a 

dampening midsole to cushion 

your landings.

4-6, 6-8, 8-9, 9-10, 10-11, 11-12 

$579.95

LIQUID FORCE CLASSIC

The Transit is tried and true… With 

a solid chassis, dual lace zones, 

impact EVA, this binding has it all. 

High-end features at a great value.

4-6, 5-8, 8-10, 10-12, 12-15Sizes:
$479.95Price:

LIQUID FORCE TRANSIT

The Index features our comfort liner, 

Impact EVA and a dampening 

mid-sole for maximum comfort felt 

throughout.   

5-8, 8-12, 12-15Sizes:
$299.95Price:

LIQUID FORCE INDEX

Plush is the perfect binding for all 

beginner to intermediate riders 

looking for a comfortable yet stable 

fit they can rely on to progress. 

4-7, 7-10Sizes:
$299.95Price:

LIQUID FORCE PLUSH

Sizes:
Price:

Sizes:
Price:

The Supreme EXP boot offers a 

walkable Intuition+ liner and the 

perfect blend of leverage meets 

elasticity with SuperStraps. 

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$849.95Price:

RONIX SUPREME EXP

Technological refinement defined 

in our most advanced boot ever. 

Ridden and developed by Massi – 

the legend of the RXT continues. 

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$949.95Price:

RONIX RXT

Our most affordable Ronix closed 

toe boot, the Parks is the perfect mix 

of style and functionality. 

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14

$649.95

RONIX PARKS

The most custom fit offered in an 

open-toe design. A perfect blend of 

support in a high-end model with the 

option to fit multiple sizes. 

2-6Sizes: $449.95Price:

RONIX ANTHEM

A perfect balance of comfort, 

adjustability, and durability. Designed 

for riders looking for solid support with 

the option to fit multiple sizes. 

5-8.5, 7-11.5, 10-14.5Sizes:
$449.95Price:

RONIX DISTRICT

The Divide boot separates itself from 

the competition in ease of entry, 

adjustability, fit and performance. 

Our most popular open toe boot.

2-6, 5-8.5, 7.5-11.5, 10-14.5Sizes:
$349.95Price:

RONIX DIVIDE

The Halo are one-of-a-kind, premier 

open-toe boots, built for all day 

comfort and support that is unrivaled 

in women’s wake footwear. 

6-8.5, 8-10.5

$549.95

RONIX HALO

The Luxe is a top-of-the-line universal 

boot with a price that is easy on the 

pocket. Support and ease of entry that 

you would expect from a high-end boot. 

6-8.5, 8-10.5Sizes:
$349.95Price:

RONIX LUXE

A fully loaded, easy entry, comfortable 

girl’s boot constructed for the next 

generation. The first of its kind, a fit 

engineered specifically for kids. 

2-6Sizes:
$349.95Price:

RONIX AUGUST

The first of its kind, a fit engineered 

specifically for kids. A fully loaded, 

easy entry, comfortable boot, 

constructed for the next generation. 

2-6, 5-8.5Sizes:
$349.95Price:

RONIX VISION

Sizes:
Price:

Sizes:
Price:

The most advanced female boot on 

the market, the Signature is redesigned 

for 2020 to deliver women’s specific fit 

and performance. 

6-7, 8, 9, 10

$749.95

RONIX SIGNATURE

Sizes:
Price:

The Supreme Boot utilizes the fit 

of the BrainFrame, comfort of a 

Stage 3 liner, harnessed together 

with SuperStraps.

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$749.95Price:

RONIX SUPREME

5-8.5, 7.5-11.5, 10.5-14.5Sizes:
$549.95Price:

Featuring Carbitex CX6 - American 

made, real carbon fibre, harnessing 

extreme performance in a flexible 

form. 

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$1,099.95Price:

RONIX ONE CARBITEX

The 3-Part Construction includes a 

separate Insole, Midsole and Outsole, 

delivering the fit and function you 

need to progress your riding. 

4-8, 7-10.5, 10-14

$549.95

HYPERLITE DEFACTO

The Jinx boot is a supportive but 

easy to get into adjustable boot. It 

features dual lace zones like much 

more expensive boots

4-8.5, 7-11 

$299.95

HYPERLITE JINX

Sizes:
Price:

Sizes:
Price:

$319.95 LOWBACKPrice:
$349.95 PROPrice:
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Great support, featuring a 3D molded 

toe for enhanced fit and performance. 

The perfect blend of technology for a 

day at the park or behind the boat. 

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$899.95Price:

RONIX ONE

The Kinetik Project EXP added a new 

layer of durability with Para-Skin - a 

resilient rubber material designed for 

an endless cable session.

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$949.95Price:

RONIX KINETIK PROJECT EXP



  

4’6”, 4’10”
$1,449.95Price:

Size:

Now you can ride a skimmer on a 
smaller size wake and feel more 
confident with your tricks with the 
blunt nose shape. A new design with 
more stability and controlled speed 
from the wide profile.

4’5”, 4’10”, 5’3”
$1,449.95

The perfect blend of a thicker profile, 
wider platform to help build up 
speed, and a fish funboard with its 
deep swallow tail allowing a rider to 
break free quicker and easier than 
most surfers.

4’5”, 4’11”
$1,449.95Price:

Size:

Toes on the nose stability with 
the agility of your favorite short 
board. Packed down to either a 
4’5” or 4’11” size capable of doing 
cutbacks of any modern-day 
responsive shape.

4’3”, 4’7”, 5’0”
$1,399.95

The Conductor has the ability to 
generate speed and maintain it in a 
more controlled manner. Spend less 
time worrying about where you are 
in the wave, and more time thinking 
about where you want to take it.

Price:
Size: 4’10”, 5’4”

$1,399.95Price:
Size:

The longest, surf constructed board 
in the Ronix range has a full rail with 
a forgiving soft bevel. The result is our 
most stable, easy going, soul turn 
special.  Chase the endless summer 
with our long running hang ten special.

4’3”, 4’7”, 4’11”
$1,549.95

This stealth creation comes with 
a sharper rail, bevel, and bottom 
channels - the result is high speed 
maneuverability. The most reactive 
layup Ronix have ever built in many 
swells of producing surfers. 

4’5”, 4’10”
$1,399.95Price:

Size:

A thinner profile, wider compact 
Bat Tail outline - designed for the 
modern-day boat wake. This hard 
charger gets to point B quicker, and 
has more smack off the wake for 
added hangtime. 

4’4”
$1,499.95

Ladies... perfect your ollie and session 

easier shuvits and 360’s from this skate 

inspired deck. A traditional skim board 

shape that opens up a whole new 

spectrum of tricks.   

Price:
Size:

Price:
Size:

Price:
Size:

4’6”, 5’0”, 5’6”
$1,149.95Price:

Size:

Our longest running high-end surfer 
is a perfect overall fun shape. Toes 
on the nose stability to frontside air 
performance – a perfect shape 
for us inlanders looking for wake 
slashing versatility. 

RONIX KOAL CLASSIC FISH

4’5”, 4’11”
$999.95

The perfect option for riders 
looking for a stable shape that 
has the speed needed for smaller 
boat wakes, with a new school 
shape for those seasoned riders 
looking for added drive.

Price:
Size: 4’8”

$699.95Price:
Size:

A longboard feel with the added 

release of a swallow tail. Our most 

affordable value has a predictable 

feel with its crossover longboard and 

funboard riding style. 

RONIX MODELLO STUB FISH

4’4”, 4’10”
$999.95

The Thumbtail+ combines the skate-like 

feel of a skimboard with the rail design 

of a classic surfboard and our extra thick 

outline for the most in buoyancy, all 

pressed in a Surface Skin Exterior. 

4’9”
$749.95Price:

Size:

A more affordable, durable, rhythm 
with the feel of a fish/ fun surfer, 
mixed with a skate-like feel of a 
skimboard. Comes with straps for 
effortless deep-water starts, or 
wakeboard inspired tricks. 

RONIX MODELLO FISH SKIM

4’5”
1,149.95

Our longest running high-end surfer 
is a perfect overall fun shape. Toes 
on the nose stability to frontside air 
performance – a perfect shape 
for us inlanders looking for wake 
slashing versatility.

Price:
Size: 3’9”

$699.95

There has never been a board with 

this much surface area in the tail for 

bigger airs off the top deck, that can 

also easily be ridden behind smaller 

size boat wakes. 

Price:
Size:

Price:
Size:

SURFER’S
4’4”, 4’9”, 5’0”
$1,499.95Price:

Size:

Perfect your ollie and session easier 
shove-its and 360’s from this skate 
inspired deck. A traditional skim 
board shape that opens up a 
whole new spectrum of tricks. 

            CARBON AIR CORE 3
               THE SKIMMERRONIX  

            KOAL TECHNORA
               BLUNT NOSE SKIMMERRONIX RONIX

            KOAL TECHNORA
               POWERFISH + RONIX

            KOAL TECHNORA
               CROSSOVER RONIX

            FLYWEIGHT
               THE CONDUCTOR RONIX

            KOAL CLASSIC
               LONGBOARD

RONIX
            KOAL SURFACE
               POWERTAIL+

4’8”, 5’2”
$799.95Price:

Size:

A soft-top constructed surfer combining 
elements of speed, weight and durability. 
The result is the most advanced recreational 
core with aspects of the performance found 
in a high-end line up. 

RONIX MARSH “MELLOW” THRASHER

RONIX
            CARBON AIR CORE 3
               THE SPROCKET RONIX

            FLYWEIGHT
               BAIT TAIL THRUSTER

RONIX
            KOAL SURFACE
               THUMBTAIL +

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

4’5”, 4’8”
$1,399.95Price:

Size:

A trimmed down version of our 
Carbon Skimmer for the rider that 
believes less is more. This new 
shape is over 25% thinner than any 
other Ronix surfer and is built with a 
minimalist construction. 

RONIX FLYWEIGHT SKIMMER

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

RONIX
            CARBON AIR CORE 3
               WOMEN’S THE SKIMMER

RONIX
            KOAL CLASSIC
               WOMEN’S FISH

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF

3’9”
$699.95

A perfect overall fun shape based 
off our best selling adult fish shape. 
Toes on the nose stability to frontside 
air performance – a perfect shape 
for us inlanders looking for wake 
slashing versatility.

Price:
Size:

RONIX
            SUPERSONIC SPACE
               ODYSSEY - FISH RONIX

            SUPERSONIC SPACE
               ODYSSEY - POWERTAIL
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Skimmer Info: Preferred for surfers that like to have more feel 
with their board itself - and not just the fins. They can break

free easier for 360’s on the water or shuvits off the water.

Surf Info: These boards have a thicker profile with a mellower 
rail and bevel, and are best ridden with a deeper fin or 
multiple fins.  Very capable of doing tricks on and off the 
water – just with a fluid like feel.  

Hybrid Info: For riders that want a little bit of everything. A 
growing style of wakesurfing designed for bigger airs, skate 
like tricks leaving the wake, but  can still easily lock in for a 
proper cutback.

HYBRID

SURF

HYBRID

SURF



4’5”, 5’0”
$1,199.95Price:

Size:

Volume delivers push down the line, 

even on the smallest waves and 

Butch has combined the volume of 

the Satellite with an aggressive shape 

for high end slashing and carving. 

HYPERLITE SATELLITE

4’7”, 4’11”
$999.95Price:

Size:

The dual concave in the tail of the Time 
Machine produces a fast ride and keeps 
you in the wave, any wave for that 
matter. The innovative 100% fully corked 
top sheet,providing the necessary grip for 
smashing the wave.

HYPERLITE TIME MACHINE

4’8”, 5’2”
$899.95

The Buzz was created to bridge the gap 
between skim and surf style boards,
giving you the best of both worlds. The 
shape was crafted by Butch to be the 
fastest, most maneuverable board in 
the Byerly surf line-up.

BYERLY BUZZ

Price:
Size:4’7”, 5’3”

$899.95

The Shim has a fast rocker that allows it to 
carry speed anywhere on the curl, and its 
shorter profile makes it super maneuverable 
for rotational and air tricks. Overall, this new 
board is the best of all worlds and one that 
a wake surf enthusiast can’t pass up.

HYPERLITE SHIM

Price:
Size:

4’10”

$2,399.95Price:
Size:

SLINGSHOT WAKE FOIL PACKAGE - WF2 

$3,299.95 W/Rock TowerPrice:

The Pro Model has remained the most 
commonly sought after hydrofoil for people 
starting out in the sport of Hydrofoiling! Since 
bringing it to market way back then we’ve 
added many features & enhancements 
to it to make it more user friendly, perform 
better and last longer.

SKY SKI PRO SS

$1,799.95Price:

This is a great way for a beginner to break 
into the world of Hydrofoiling at a bargain 
price. Comes with an aluminum seat 
tower w/ extra soft seat pad, compression 
molded board and a brand new all billet 
aluminum hydrofoil that is powdercoated 
making it low maintenance & it easy to 
learn on. 

SKY SKI HYDROFLIGHT

4’7”, 4’11”
$1,149.95

The Quad are equipped with removable 
foot straps for 2020. The Quad can 
handle the big boys, both sizes, and 
even stay ahead of smaller waves, but 
the shape is so responsive you’ll have a 
blast learning 360s and popping airs.

HYPERLITE QUAD

Price:
Size:

4’6”

$2,699.95Price:
Size:

A modified version of one of the performance wakesurfers, 

the WF-1 board features a track mount for surfing, pumping, 

carving and long-lining on-foil, and a two-fin configuration 

for use as a standard surfer. Developed and updated for the 

evolving ambitions of the advanced surf foiler. 

SLINGSHOT SURF FOIL PACKAGE -WF1

4’ 11” 4’ 7”
4’ 7”5’ 3”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: WF-1 Board, 2 FCS Fins, Track Mounting Hardware

A padded, foam-topped, beginner-friendly board with 

plenty of size and volume to get you up and foiling behind 

your boat, jetski, pontoon, zodiac or anything else with a 

motor big enough to tow a rider. Doubles as a wakesurfer 

when not in use with a foil.

PACKAGE INCLUDES: WF-2 Board, Half-Strap, Track Mounting Hardware



ACC

Fully submersible pump that fills 
100 pounds in 55 seconds.

$99.95Price:

SUMO PUMP

3D Molded Honeycomb Hide Grip

$199.95Price:

RONIX RXT

Embossed Textured Grip

$149.95Price:

RONIX ONE

Hide Suede Grip

$119.95Price:

RONIX SUPREME

Hide Suede Grip

$119.95Price:

RONIX NORTH

Extra Tacky Lycra Grip 

$99.95Price:

RONIX ENVOY

Hide Grip w/R6 Mainline

$259.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 6.0

Hide Grip t-bar w/R6 Mainline

$239.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 5.5

Hide Grip w/R6 Mainline

$229.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 5.0

Hide Grip w/Solin Mainline

$209.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 4.0

Hide Grip w/Hybrid Mainline

$199.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 3.0

Hide Grip w/Poly E Mainline

$99.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 2.0

Rubber Grip w/Poly E Mainline

$79.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 1.0

Hide Grip w/Solin Mainline

$209.95Price:

RONIX WOMENS COMBO

Hide Grip w/Poly E Mainline

$99.95Price:

RONIX KIDS COMBO

Ultra thin round silicone coated cover

$189.95Price:

RONIX R8 FLOATING MAINLINE

Durable half padded shell

Price:

RONIX SQUADRON

$119.95
OSFASizes:

Fully padded with shoulder strap

Price:

SLIDER 

$89.95
Women’s 136cm, Men’s 148cmSizes:

Non padded

Price:

RONIX COLLATERAL

$99.95
OSFASizes:

Padded base

Price:

GRAB

$49.95
Women’s 136cm, Men’s 148cmSizes:

Durable padded shell w/ backpack strap

Price:

RONIX LINKS BACKPACK

$169.95
OSFASizes:

Men’s, Women’s & Kid’s padded base

Price:

RONIX RATION

$69.95
OSFASizes:

Durable padded shell w/ shoulder strap

Price:

RONIX BATTALION

$149.95
OSFASizes:

Prevents unprotected travelling

Price:

RONIX BULWARK

$69.95
Up to136cm, Up to 146cmSizes:

PU Synthetic Surf Rope & Handle

$199.95Price:

RONIX SPINNER 

With Synthetic leather Handle

$149.95Price:

RONIX PU SYNTHETIC

Fully padded with nose protection

Price:

KGB WAKESURFER BAG

$79.95
5’, 5’4”, 5’8”Sizes:

Price:

RONIX SLEEPING BAG SURF SOCK 

$59.95

Pointed Nose Up To 5.1ftSizes:

Super durable padded shell

Price:

RONIX DEMPSEY

$149.95
Up to 5.2ft, Up to 5.9ftSizes:

Men’s & Women’s With Handle

$99.95Price:

RONIX BUNGEE SURF

No Handle

$79.95Price:

RONIX SURF ROPE

Wheelie with NEW 3-digit lock code

Price:

RONIX LINKS WHEELIE

$249.95
OSFASizes:

Durable semi padded shell

Price:

RONIX DAWN

$119.95
OSFASizes:

The direct connection to your 
boat’s existing pump system.

From $299.95Price:

EIGHT.3 PLUG & PLAY BAGS

In addition to having a simpler, faster system, 
these bags have anti-roll shapes that won’t 
flop around in your boat as easily.

From $349.95Price:

EIGHT.3 TELESCOPE BALLAST BAGS

1200GPH ballast system pump.

$249.95Price:

EIGHT.3 PLUG & PLAY PUMP

The reason why our setup can drain up to 3 
times faster than any other system.

$299.95Price:

EIGHT.3 TELESCOPE PUMP

Use with any SL pump, or plug & play in 
your boat.

From $199.95Price:

SUMO MAX BALLAST

Massive 4250GPH flow fills over 
200 pounds in 60 seconds.

$199.95Price:

SUMO MAX PUMP

Hands down the most advanced and 
performance driven wakesurf shaper out 
there using a suction cup. Deflecting well 
over twice the amount of water than the 
other guys.

$799.95Price:

WAKESURF SHAPER BLADE138

The pinnacle of displacing water – Nothing 
remotely compares to moving water mass 
like this with a deflection area 3 times 
greater than most other products out 
there. Works with any step hull in a boat 
with our removable shims to make a flush 
mounting area 

WAKESURF SHAPER CONCAVE

Swivel attachment to minimalize rope twisting Inside EVA for floatation

Ultra thin round silicone coated cover

$199.95Price:

RONIX RXT FLOATING MAINLINE

$699.95 Concave 108Price:

$1,199.95 Concave 205Price:

Bimini top surf board rack that hold 4 boards 
in their individual sleeves.

$249.95Price:

RONIX BIMINI SURF BOARD RACK

WAKE

KGB

IVY

KGB

IVY

Round Nose Up To 6ft
Wide Nose Up To 6ft



XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$499.95Price:

SANDS B/F SUIT

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$99.95Price:

SANDS BAREFOOT SHORTS

90FT Coated SpectraSizes:
$219.95Price:

SANDS MAINLINE

15” Rubber Curved HandleSizes:
$219.95Price:

SANDS FRONT TOE

15” Rubber Curved HandleSizes:
$139.95Price:

SANDS WAKE SLALOM

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

WAVELENGTH WOMENS

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

WAVELENGTH MENS

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$149.95Price:

WAVELENGTH GIRLS

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$149.95Price:

WAVELENGTH BOYS

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$49.95Price:

IVY JUNIOR GIRLS

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$49.95Price:

KGB JUNIOR BOYS

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$49.95Price:

IVY SHORTIES

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$39.95Price:

IVY HOT PANTS

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$59.95Price:

WAVELENGTH WOMENS

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$59.95Price:

WAVELENGTH MENS

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$299.95Price:

VORTEX B/F WOMENS

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$299.95Price:

VORTEX B/F MENS

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$249.95Price:

VORTEX B/F KIDS

-PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE-

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW IVY VESTS
DESIGNED SOLEY AROUND A WOMAN’S PHYSIQUE, AND USING            
   THE HIGHEST GRADE OF NEPORENE FOR THE ULTIMATE FIT.



XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$239.95Price:

KGB CONTROL

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$219.95Price:

KGB STASH

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

KGB SUSPECT

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$179.95Price:

KGB TEMPO

8T, 10T, 12T, 14TSizes:
$119.95Price:

KGB JUNIOR TEMPO

0-1, 0-2 WITH COLLARSizes:
$99.95Price:

KGB BABY BOATIE

0-1, 0-2Sizes:
$99.95Price:

KGB KID’S BOATIE

0-2, 4-6Sizes:
$99.95Price:

KGB KID’S PIRATE

0-2, 4-6Sizes:
$99.95Price:

KGB KID’S CARTOON

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

RADAR TIDAL

6, 8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$179.95Price:

RADAR LYRIC

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$169.95Price:

RADAR TIDAL IMPACT

XS, S, M, LSizes:
$169.95Price:

RADAR LYRIC IMPACT

8T, 10T, 12T, 14TSizes:
$149.95Price:

KGB JUNIOR CONTROL

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

IVY QUEST

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

IVY ETERNITY

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

IVY BELLE

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

IVY PALM

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$159.95Price:

IVY LOTUS

8T, 10T, 12T, 14TSizes:
$149.95Price:

IVY JUNIOR PALM

8T, 10T, 12T, 14TSizes:
$119.95Price:

IVY JUNIOR LOTUS

0-1, 0-2 WITH COLLARSizes:
$99.95Price:

IVY BABY UNICORN

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$179.95Price:

IVY STATED

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$179.95Price:

IVY OASIS

0-2, 4-6Sizes:
$99.95Price:

IVY KID’S UNICORN

0-2, 4-6Sizes:
$99.95Price:

IVY KID’S MELON

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$239.95Price:

RONIX RXT

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$179.95Price:

RONIX SUPREME

6, 8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$199.95Price:

RONIX LADIES SUPERNOVA

Y8, Y10, Y12, Y14Sizes:
$149.95Price:

RONIX YOUTH DRIVER’S ED

0-1, 0-2, 4-6, 8-10Sizes:
$99.95Price:

RONIX BOY’S VISION

0-1, 0-2, 4-6, 8-10Sizes:
$99.95Price:

RONIX GIRL’S AUGUST

INSIDE

V
E

STS - 40

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XLSizes:
$149.95Price:

WAVELENGTH ICON

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18Sizes:
$149.95Price:

WAVELENGTH VOGUE



S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$259.95Price:

FOLLOW SPR FREEDOM

S, M, L, XLSizes:
$239.95Price:

FOLLOW SPR BASIC REG

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$239.95Price:

FOLLOW SPR BASIC SLIM

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$229.95Price:

FOLLOW BP PRO

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$229.95Price:

FOLLOW CODY

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$239.95Price:

JET PILOT QUANTUM X

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$239.95Price:

JET PILOT QUANTUM X CORY

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$219.95Price:

JET PILOT X1 ALEX

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$219.95Price:

JET PILOT X1 LEWY

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$169.95Price:

JET PILOT FREERIDE

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XLSizes:
$159.95Price:

JET PILOT CAUSE L50

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$219.95Price:

JET PILOT QUANTUM Y BEC

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$209.95Price:

JET PILOT X1 ZAHRA

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$209.95Price:

JET PILOT C4 TONY

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$189.95Price:

JET PILOT NIGHTHAWK

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$209.95Price:

JET PILOT PACER X1

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$159.95Price:

JET PILOT ALLURE

8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$129.95Price:

JET PILOT  BOYS PRIME

8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$129.95Price:

JET PILOT GIRLS PRIME

3-4, 4-6, 8-10, 12-14Sizes:
$99.95Price:

JET PILOT KIDS CAUSE

3-4, 4-6, 8-10, 12-14Sizes:
$99.95Price:

JET PILOT KIDS CAUSE

3-4, 4-6, 8-10, 12-14Sizes:
$99.95Price:

JET PILOT KIDS CAUSE

1-2Sizes:
$79.95Price:

JET PILOT KIDS CAUSE

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$219.95Price:

FOLLOW MITCH

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$179.95Price:

FOLLOW TYE

6, 8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$199.95Price:

FOLLOW PHARAOH

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$219.95Price:

FOLLOW AXE

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

FOLLOW LACE

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$219.95Price:

FOLLOW STOW

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$259.95Price:

RIPCURL FLASHBOMB

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

RIPCURL DAWN PATROL PRO

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XLSizes:
$169.95Price:

RIPCURL DAWN PATROL

8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$239.95Price:

RIPCURL FLASHBOMB

8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

RIPCURL DAWN PATROL PRO

8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$169.95Price:

RIPCURL DAWN PATROL

V
E

STS - 42

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$219.95Price:

FOLLOW ATLANTIS



G O O D  A T  G R E A T  T I M E S  
S u m m e r ’ s  b e s t  s p e n t  o n  t h e  w a t e r  w i t h  t h o s e  w h o  

m a t t e r  m o s t — a n d  t h e  X T 2 2  i s  h e r e  t o  h e l p  y o u  m a k e  

e v e r y  s u m m e r  a n  a l l - t i m e  s u m m e r .  T h e r e ’ s  p l e n t y  o f  

r o o m  f o r  f r i e n d s  s o  g e t  i n t o  a n  X T 2 2  a n d  g e t  r e a d y  

t o  s u r f ,  w a k e ,  s k i  a n d  m a k e  t h e  l e g e n d a r y  m e m o r i e s  

t h a t  l a s t  f o r e v e r .

PSA SKI BOATS—08 9302 2695
psa95@bigpond.net.au

GOLD COAST MASTERCRAFT—07 5580 6281
Australia@mastercraft.com

MASTERCRAFT BOATS MELBOURNE—03 8375 1634
jake@mastercraftmelbourne.com.au

BLAKES MARINE—02 4577 6699
lee@blakesmarine.com.au


